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Kinstellar strengthens its Corporate M&A and Real Estate practices in Bucharest

with new senior hires

Kinstellar proudly announces that two experienced senior lawyers have joined the growing team in

Bucharest: Mihai Stan, Corporate M&A, and Diana Cochileț, Real Estate & Construction. The new hires,

following the recent additions to our employment team, show our commitment to service our clients in areas

with strong growth.

Mihai Stan focuses on corporate M&A. In his almost 9 years of practice, he has been involved in a wide range of

matters from mergers, acquisitions, sales of operations and exits, to corporate governance, compliance and

company formation issues, having worked for clients active across diverse sectors, including financial institutions,

industrial, manufacturing, and pharmaceuticals.

Mihai has also gained significant experience in compliance, fraud and white-collar crime matters, and has advised

on internal investigations, data privacy and cybersecurity matters (including audits, day-to-day specific advice, the

review and revision of personal data processing programs and implementation of related GDPR compliance

programs).

Mihai joins the local corporate M&A practice team led by Partner Zsuzsa Csiki and comprising an additional 5

lawyers (Madalina Perțe, Andrei Costea, Cosmin Vasilescu, Teodora Nicoschi and Ioana Popescu).

Mihai Stan: “Kinstellar is recognized for providing top quality legal services to all its clients, either local or

international, thus I am more than delighted to join such a dynamic team and grow the practice.”

Diana Cochileț focuses on real estate, construction and town planning. She brings invaluable expertise both on the

transactional and development sides, with her knowledge expanding across all asset classes: office, logistics,

industrial, retail and residential.

Her 7 years’ experience spans due diligence analysis and preparation of related reports, title and permitting issues,

negotiation of lease, sale and purchase agreements, drafting of other specific documentation (design agreements,

superficies or easement documents) etc. Diana has also assisted real estate players on the day-to-day management

of their investments on the local market.

Diana joins the local real estate practice team led by Managing Partner Victor Constantinescu and comprising of

Managing Associate Catalin Dinu, and Associates Miruna Dumitru, Narcisa Mureșan, Adelina Seserman and 
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Ecaterina Tanase.

Diana Cochileț: “More often than not, finding a new professional challenge is difficult because encountering the

right people does not easily happen all the time. Certainly not the case with Kinstellar -- I am extremely happy and

proud to become a part of the great team of professionals in Kinstellar.”

Commenting on the recent new hires, Victor Constantinescu, Kinstellar Bucharest’s Managing Partner, said:

“Am very excited to have Diana and Mihai on board, which only increases our existing great quality offering.

Welcome to you both!”
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